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1.1 Introduction : Your SY5 platforms
SY5 offers two distinct platforms to take advantage of different features:

1.  The analytical platform that allows you to access information from customers who have
connected to your Wi-Fi, such as their names, age, consumption habits, frequency of visits, etc.
 2. Then, from the marketing platform, send newsletters to your customers using our simple and
user-friendly creation tool!

On https://sy5.ca/en, click on Login, on the top right. Then, you access the analytical platform and
the marketing platform, as shown below. You have the option on this page to choose which of the
two platforms you want to use.



1.2 LOGIN TO THE ANALYTICAL
PLATFORM

1.    Go to the platform https://data.sy5.ca
2.    Enter your login details.
3.    Check out your customers' database. CHANGE 

THE LANGUAGE
Once you access your
dashboard, click on the
account configuration
icon at the top right of the
screen to change the
language, then select the
language of your choice.



1.2.1 Navigate on the analytical platform
By connecting, you access your dashboard. Sort your data to get more detailed information.
By selecting the control panel, you can access the overview, social media, gender, age and
location of your customers.



1.2.2 Discover the profile of your users
On the dashboard on the left, click on Users. Sort your data to get more detailed information.
In the example below, we have sorted the data by gender (women), age (18 to 25 years), and
connection method (Facebook).



1.2.2 Discover the profile of your users
Check the connection details of your customers, such as name, first name, date and time,
social action performed (check-in or like). Export the data to an XLS or CSV file.



1.3 LOGIN TO THE MARKETING
PLATFORM

1.    Go to the platform https://mailing.sy5.ca/
2.    Enter your login details.
3.    Click on "Create a new campaign" on the left side of your
screen.

Once you access your
dashboard, click on the
account configuration icon
at the top right of the
screen to change the
language, then select the
language of your choice.

CHANGE THE
LANGUAGE



1.3.2 A simple and user-friendly creation tool
Send newsletters based on your customers' visit habits (1st visit, frequency of visits,
birthday, etc.) and communicate your events and promotions thanks to our simple and
intuitive creation tool!
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Messages, design, expedition... You manage all the actions related to the
campaign (depending on the number of contacts in your data base, you may
need to set up a solution to manage the expedition, or you will end up wasting a
lot of time on distributing the campaign).

2.1 Two design options
YOU MANAGE YOUR ENTIRE CAMPAIGN

This second solution offers the comfort and serenity of delegating your project to
an expert. In addition to increasing the chances of success of the campaign, you
will benefit from precious insights, advice and accurate statistics.

SY5 MANAGES YOUR CAMPAIGN



It is important to think carefully about your strategy and this involves identifying
your needs. Indeed, you will have to determine:
 
- The best type of newsletter for your strategy: expert newsletter, business
newsletter, editorial newsletter, alert newsletter...
- The target audience or, in other words, your communication targets
- The frequency of your newsletter (weekly, monthly, quarterly, bi-monthly, etc.).
 
It is necessary to maintain consistency. This harmony makes it understandable
and ensures the notoriety of the company. This is why having a well-defined
visual identity is key.
 

2.2 Planning the first campaign
ÉTABLIR LA STRATÉGIE



Who is your target?
What do they need?
Should you segment your target audience and send a different newsletter to
each segment according to their needs and expectations?
On which topics related to your activity do they need advice?
What can you teach your audience?
Is your business subject to any form of seasonality (for example, if you sell
clothes, you can follow the seasons and then offer four newsletters per
year).
Do your clients need your advice at a specific time of year?

2.2 Planning the first campaign
DEFINE YOUR GOALS BY ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS



This regularity has a defined and recurring pace. The distribution of news, new
products announces and advice newsletters are very well adapted to the regular
frequency. This regularity  creates a relationship of trust between you and your
recipients.

This second method is well suited to occasional content, such as events (open
houses, workshops, etc.), promotions, sales, etc. It emphasizes the spontaneous
nature of the information. It is also very well suited to companies whose more
limited content does not allow for the regular newsletters.

2.3 Define the frequency of your campaigns
THE REGULAR FREQUENCY

OCCASIONAL NEWSLETTERS
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Create your newsletter
THE CREATION OF A NEWSLETTER HAS 4 STEPS:

1.    SETTINGS
2.    DESIGN
3.    RECIPIENTS 
4.    CONFIRMATION



ON THE FIRST SCREEN, CLICK ON CREATE A NEW CAMPAIGN

3.1 Parameters



ENTER THE DETAILS OF THE PARAMETERS.
 

3.1 Parameters



FILL IN THE PARAMETERS OF YOUR CAMPAIGN:

Subject Line: This is the line that will be displayed in your contacts' inbox.
Take care in writing your subject: this is the first element of your
newsletter that will be seen by your subscribers and it should make them
want to open it.
 
Sender's email: the address that your recipients see when they receive
your campaign
 
Sender name: the name that will be associated with your email in your
contacts' inbox. Your sender name is also one of the things you should
not overlook. Choose one that will make it easy for your subscribers to
recognize you!
 

3.1 Parameters



YOUR SUBJECT LINE

Explicit, concise and catchy your
catchphrase should not exceed 10 words or

it will be cropped.

YOUR PRE-HEADER

It is the first sentence of your email that is used to
complete your subject  line when previewing your

message. Customization of the pre-header
increases your chances of opening.

GRAPHIC
CHARTER

The creation of a visual identity is essential
to accustom your reader to your

messages.

THE PERSONALIZATION OF
YOUR CONTENT

To engage your subscribers, it is essential
to spread information related to their

interests.

3.1 Parameters
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PARAMETERS



YOU HAVE THREE TOOLS TO CREATE 
THE DESIGN OF YOUR NEWSLETTER

3.2 Design

it is an intuitive
interface from which
you can create your

newsletters by
dragging and

dropping blocks or
customize templates.

Choose this option if
you want to create
plain text emails
(without graphic

integration).

Choose this option if
your newsletter has

already been created in
html (by a professional
designer for example).

DRAG & DROP
EDITOR

TEXT 
EDITOR

PASTE YOUR 
HTML CODE



3.2 Design
TO CREATE YOUR FIRST NEWSLETTER WITHOUT ANY DESIGN
KNOWLEDGE, CHOOSE THE DRAG & DROP EDITOR



TAKE FOR EXAMPLE A BLOCK "IMAGE + CONTENT"...

To design your newsletter, simply take the blocks in
the left column and assemble and customize them

as you wish!

3.2 Design



By clicking on the pencil icon, you can easily modify all the elements
of the block: title, image, links, text, button.

DRAG AND DROP IT WHERE YOU WANT IN THE  NEWSLETTER:

3.2 Design



You can also choose from the hundreds of templates available by
selecting "template gallery".

3.2.1 Design from an existing model

 



CREATE YOUR NEWSLETTER FROM AN EXISTING TEMPLATE

3.2.1 Design from an existing template

The Drag & Drop editor also allows you to create your newsletter from fully
customizable templates. 
 
To access the template library, click on the "Save and Exit" button and then
"Choose another template". All you have to do is modifying all the elements of the
template you do not need!



Test your newsletter by sending it to yourself by email.
3.2.2 Testing your newsletter

 



3.3 Recipients
This step allows you to select and segment the recipients who will receive your
newsletter. In this step, simply select the list that corresponds to the subscribers
to your newsletter:

You can then refine the segmentation by creating a segment: for example, you can
choose to send your newsletter only to subscribers who have already opened one of
your mailings!



This is the final step before sending your newsletter: it's time to check that
you haven't forgotten anything!
 
During this step, you can send a test version to the email address(es) of
your choice to check the result directly in your inbox.

3.4 Confirmation

When you are ready, you can click on Schedule,
and send it immediately!



In general, short formats work best. It is important not to make large blocks of text 
and use catchy visuals. Your content must be short and catchy in order to make your
readers want to click on the links of your newsletter.

KEEP IT SHORT

For the newsletter to be read, it must attract its readers with titles that already
contain information. Avoid generalities or ordinary titles.

CATCHY TITLES AND SUBTITLES

3.5 Our recommendations



Throughout the newsletter, depending on the sections you present, you can place
call-to-action buttons that will lead your users to a social media page or the
home page of your website.
 
For example:

An unsubscribe link must be present in your newsletter. It is mandatory to allow
your customers to unsubscribe.

BUTTONS TO GUIDE THE USER EXPERIENCE

Sharing buttons on social networks
A "read more" or "know more" button
A "visit our website" button with a link to your website

COMPLIANCE

3.5 Our recommendations



All newsletters must comply with legal rules. You are required to:

Insert good quality images (not too dark, not too bright, well framed, with
sufficient resolution...), and related to the content of your messages.  When
opening your newsletter, your reader should find your message relevant.

COMPLY WITH LEGAL OBLIGATIONS

STAY CONCISE

Allow your recipients to unsubscribe from your mailing by adding a link, 
usually at the bottom of the page,
You must be clearly identifiable (logo, URL to your site, etc.).

3.5 Our recommendations



According to several studies, e-mail delivery at the end of the morning - between
10am and 11am - is the most effective. The results highlighted this niche as the best
time to schedule an emailing campaign.

3.6 The best hours to send your newsletter
BETWEEB 10 AM AND 11 AM

The lunch break is also a relevant time to send emails. Indeed, people generally
take some time during lunch break to check their emails.

BETWEEN NOON AND 2 PM
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You have complete statistical results following the sending of your campaign: the
rate of opening your message, clicks to your website etc. This will allow you to
understand what has worked well, or not, in your campaigns and thus optimize the
following ones!

4.1 See the results
DISCOVER YOUR CAMPAIGN RESULTS

1.    Go to the platform https://mailing.sy5.ca
2.    Enter your login details.
3.    Click on Login to access your dashboard.

LOG INTO THE PLATEFORM



4.1 See the results
ON YOUR DASHBOARD, CLICK ON EMAIL



4.1 See the results
SELECT REPORT



4.1 See the results
YOU THEN ACCESS ALL THE RESULTS OF YOUR CAMPAIGN.



4.1 See the results
IN THE REPORT, CLICK ON CLICKED LINKS. YOU WILL THEN BE ABLE TO SEE ALL THE
MOST VISITED LINKS IN YOUR NEWSLETTER.



4.2 Understanding the results

SENT

The number of campaigns sent over the period.

TOTAL OPENERS

Total number of recipients who have opened your messages at least once.

TOTAL CLIKS

The total number of recipients who clicked, at least once, on a link on the
newsletter.

OPENING RATE

The total number of openings on the number of emails sent.

TOTAL RECIPIENTS

Total number of contacts who have received your campaigns.

TOTAL UNSUBSCRIBED

These are the contacts who have unsubscribed from your
mailing lists.



4.3 The delivery status

THE SOFTS BOUNCES
The recipient's server is unavailable or the inbox is full. Your next

campaigns can still be sent to these recipients.

THE HARD BOUNCES

The campaign delivery process takes a maximum of 36 hours. In

the meantime, you can find "In progress" emails. After this 36-hour

period, emails are in "delivered" or "bounces" status (soft or hard).

The email no longer exists or does not exist, the domain name

does not exist or the syntax of the email is wrong). These recipients

will automatically be blacklisted, your next campaigns will no

longer be sent to them.



4.4 Delivery on mobile support
It is also interesting to check from which
media your recipients open your emails.
 
If you have a high opening rate on mobiles
and tablets, this means that you must pay
close attention to the responsive version.
You can also find out everything you need
to know about consulting the content of
your newsletter from the "Clicked links" tab.
 
This provides you with complete statistical
results that allow you to understand what
worked well or not in your campaigns and
optimize the next ones.
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Target your ads precisely, by choosing to expose them according to certain types
of businesses or geographic area. We know precisely the socio-demographic
profile of your clients, so you can better target your audience.
 
SY5 allows you to set up automatic campaigns that are triggered according to a
precise timing, or an event that you have previously defined (opening an email,
date of birth, welcoming message, or other...). SMS, email, or both.
 
Adapt your marketing scenarios as you wish and increase your chances of being
read.

5.1 The benefits of automatic campaigns



Once you are connected to the platform and your template is ready to be used,
click on Create a new trigger.

5.2 Creating automatic campaigns



You can start from the pre-defined scenarios: you will be guided step by step
through the most effective scenarios. Start with a standard registration scenario
that sends a welcome message to any newly registered contact in your
database, then adapt as you wish by adding conditions to your database.

5.2 Creating automatic campaigns



SY5 allows you to segment and target your contacts very precisely. 
For example, according to their date of birth, place of residence, gender,
connection mode, etc...

5.2 Creating automatic campaigns



Our automatic campaign sending software allows you to create your own
scenarios in a few clicks. Set your triggers and send emails at your own pace!

5.2 Creating automatic campaigns



Before their implementation, you can test all the scenarios you have developed
using our preview and email test tools. You can therefore validate all the
triggers and emails sent.

5.2 Creating automatic campaigns



5.3 Examples of automated campaigns

Does your contact list include birthday dates? You can automate the delivery of an
SMS or email to be sent on their birthday  and retain your contacts by including a
discount coupon, for example. You can also trigger the sending of automated
messages for any type of event: first or last order, last connection... Invent and
create marketing scenarios according to your desires!

Automatically send a message (email or sms) when a new contact is added to one
of your lists. Welcoming new subscribers is an essential step in building a good
customer relationship. Feel free to add a promo code or gift to your welcome email
to thank your new contacts for their registration.

BIRTHDAY MESSAGE

WELCOMING MESSAGE



You can send an automatic message when a change is made in one of the fields
of your database. This allows you, for example, to notify your contacts when the
status of their order changes, or to inform them of any update. You are free to set
the email or SMS that will be sent, as well as the conditions and timing of the
delivery of this message.

5.3 Examples of automated campaigns

UPDATE MESSAGE
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Improve your opening and click rates.
Create a better relationship with your customer.
Compare the effectiveness of different newsletters.

6.1 The benefits of segmentation

Well targeted, a newsletter is one of the best ways to immediately engage with
your customers.
 
Segmentation allows you to adapt your emails to the needs of your different
types of customers.
 
 Thanks to a well designed segmentation, you will be able to:



Not everyone is interested in the same kind of content. Some people prefer
frequent mailings, others more occasional content.
 
To satisfy all your contacts, it is best to give them the choice when subscribing
to the newsletter. They will be able to tell you what content they are interested in
and how often they prefer it.
 
This will help you increasing your opening rates, but especially to reduce the
unsubscribe or spam complaint rate.
 
If your goal is not to inform but to sell, you must absolutely segment your
campaigns. Indeed, your contacts are all interested in different types of articles.
Promoting your products will therefore have little impact on your sales.
 
 
 

6.1 The benefits of segmentation
WHY SEGMENT YOUR NEWSLETTERS?



To segment according to a customer's profile, you must combine demographic and
social data. You can use criteria such as age, sex, location, employment, social
profile.
 
Thanks to automatic emails, you can use dynamic segmentations based on the
actions of your contacts:
 
- Click on a link
- Visit a specific page on the site
- Order placement....
- Follow-up emails for abandoned baskets
- Re-engagement campaigns for contacts
- Promotional offers for the most active contacts
 

6.2 Learning to segment
SEGMENT ACCORDING TO THE CUSTOMER PROFILE



When you create a segmentation, you divide your contact base according to
several criteria:
 
- Social criteria
- Demographic criteria
- Behavioural criteria following previous mailings
 
Some criteria, such as demographics, will rarely change, so you can afford to
make them fixed lists.
 
Automated campaigns become useful with segmentation because you can create
dynamic lists that change according to the behavior of your contacts. These lists
will make it easier for you to send personalized emails.
 

6.2 Learning to segment
HOW TO SEGMENT MY AUDIENCE?



To obtain even more personalization of emailings, you can segment your contacts
according to socio-demographic information such as gender, place of residence or
employment etc.

6.2 Learning to segment
FROM YOUR MARKETING PLATFORM, ACCESS YOUR CONTACTS



You can also segment according to behavioral criteria. These include clicks and
visits to specific pages of the website, or placing an order.

6.2 Learning to segment
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7.1 Content ideas for your newsletter

THE SCHEDULE

YOUR LOCATION

Schedules are one of the first things your client will look at. To make it
easier for him, prefer a day-by-day display rather than a sentence such
as "open every day except... from... to...".

Your customer has already come for the first time, but it is always useful to
remind him/her of the address of your restaurant. You can also include a link
to Google Maps or directions to the nearest public transport.

No advertising fees, no printing costs, no shipping costs, email
marketing is the most affordable marketing solution!  According to
studies, email marketing brings in $40 for every dollar spent.



CONTACTS

ONLINE BOOKING

Including a contact method such as a phone number in your
newsletter reminds your customers of your availability. In addition,
some customers prefer to book by phone rather than online. Let them
have this opportunity!

If you have an online booking system, it is essential to promote it in
your newsletter. Online booking saves you time and allows you to
plan ahead for some of the traffic in your restaurant.

HOLIDAY E-MAILS
Celebration emails are the foundation of the emailing strategy in
catering. There are many holidays and they are good marketing
opportunities. Christmas, New Year, Valentine's Day, Mother's Day...
some holidays usually trigger a restaurant dinner.

7.1 Content ideas for your newsletter



SPECIAL EVENTS

THE NEWSLETTER FOR OFF-PEAK PERIODS

If you organize your own events in your restaurant, it is an ideal content
to present to your customers! Even if they don't come that day, they will
remember a dynamic restaurant committed to providing a quality
experience for its visitors.

You probably have times when your restaurant is much less crowded.
Your newsletter can help you optimize this by offering special prices to
encourage your customers to come.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW DISHES

If you change your menu regularly, an email announcing these new
dishes is essential! It allows you to keep your customers up to date,
but also to promote new dishes.

7.1 Content ideas for your newsletter



BIRTHDAY AND NEW YEAR'S EMAIL

THE BRANDING EMAIL

Celebrating your restaurant's anniversary or the New Year is the
perfect opportunity to recall the values that are close to your heart, to
talk about the restaurant's evolution and to thank your customers for
their loyalty.

Branding is your trademark, the way you present your restaurant to
your customers. The stronger he is, the more your visitors will
remember you. This can involve the history of the place, a personal or
family history that led to the opening of the restaurant, the
presentation of the chef, the presentation of a dish or a key ingredient
of the restaurant!

7.1 Content ideas for your newsletter



RECIPES AND CULINARY TIPS

Sharing recipes may seem risky: your customers will no longer need to
come to your restaurant! However, such an approach places you as an
expert and reassures your customers in your know-how.
 
 
Otherwise, you can also be satisfied with culinary advice:
- How to eat a certain dish
- With which drink to accompany it
- How to choose quality products

7.1 Content ideas for your newsletter



Need expert advice?
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT NOW!

CONTACT US AT 514-778-9089 OR AT 800-390-9581


